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INDUSTRY/SOFTWARE/PATENTS

Aerospace: better, faster and less costly design
Interview with Patrick Farail, , head of embedded software development at Airbus and Topcased project coordinator.

Topcased, led by Airbus, was one of the flagship projects for Aerospace Valley, the Midi-Pyrénées and
Aquitaine competitiveness cluster. The resulting components met with great success. The many organisations
involved in this project include INRIA, a key partner for research into embedded systems.
: In what ways did the platform meet Airbus' require- language modelling and formal verification tools, and connecments?
ted Topcased to its Polychrony software, which facilitates
Patrick Farail: Topcased (Toolkit in Open source for Critical the integrated development of real-time embedded applicaApplications & Systems Development) is already being used, tions. Vasy's interest was asynchronous technologies and it
particularly for development of the A350 and Astrium satellites. helped develop Fiacre, a formal language for describing, siIn fact, Airbus and Aerospace Valley manufacturers need a mulating and verifying real-time, embedded, distributed sysplatform that makes it possible to enhance their embedded tems. Vasy's CADP (Construction and Analysis of Distributed
software over several decades. The aim, above all, is to Processes) tools are accordingly connected to Topcased
ensure the durability
through Fiacre. Atlas
of development meand Triskell meanwthods and tools for crihile, produced innovatical embedded systive tools for model
tems, some of which
transformation with
are from INRIA, while
ATL (Atlas Transforminimising the cost of
mation Language) and
ownership. It is also
Kermeta, an executanecessary to take acble meta-modelling
count of regulatory cerlanguage.
tification constraints,
: What about
and incorporate addevelopment?
vances from the acaPatrick Farail: Over
demic world and mefour years, the project
thodological changes
has delivered several
as early as possible.
versions of the TopcaTo achieve this - and
sed workshop, which
this point is a major
includes template puinnovation - Topcased
Topcased
is
being
used
to
develop
the
new
Airbus
A350.
©
Airbus
blishers prioritising an
is distributed as open
automated approach to
source, which makes it
possible to accelerate the technology transfer of research their development, process technologies such as ATL, and
findings. Durability is provided by the straightforward inte- model-checking workflows based on the Fiacre language. It
gration of components, particularly those coming from re- also provides support to the cross-functional activities of
search laboratories, and the use of international standards. version and configuration control, along with managing reThe idea, in fact, is to offer an alternative to proprietary mo- quirements and code development. Success has been achieved,
delling solutions, viewed as too dependent on their publishers' with a steady rate of 6,000 downloads per month and many
strategies, and also to ensure this alternative lasts for 30 to manufacturing and academic uses. This year, Topcased
50 years (lifespan of an aerospace program). The architecture version 5 will be released. Thanks to the European Artemis
chosen is based on Eclipse, an integrated, free, extensible, programme on embedded software, the ITEA2 European couniversal and versatile environment, used to create deve- operation research and industrial development programme
lopment tools for any programming language. Lastly, Eclipse in the field of embedded, distributed software and France's
and Topcased open standards make it possible to reduce the National Research Agency (ANR), other teams will add funccosts of skills acquisition and the dissemination of Topcased tionalities. In particular, the OPEES platform (ongoing ITEA
tools in education. Future engineers will thus have experience project) will ensure the durability of components produced
by the Topcased project. ■
in using the platform before joining our company.
: What was INRIA's contribution?
Patrick Farail : Four INRIA teams are involved. Vasy and Espresso worked on certain fundamental aspects such as verification of properties. Espresso developed synchronous
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Patrick Farail, head of embedded software development at Airbus and EADS expert
on development methods for embedded software.
Tel.: + 33 5 61 93 66 28, patrick.farail@airbus.com

■

METHANATION: MICRO-ALGAE TO PRODUCE BIOGAS… AND ABSORB CO2

After filing a patent on micro-algae methanation, INRIA and its partners are moving on to the second phase,
i.e. optimisation of the process itself, carried out within the ANR's (French National Research Agency)
Symbiose project.
Producing biomethane biofuel from the [anaerobic] digestion This is where INRIA's specific expertise is found. The team
of micro-algae by bacteria (methanation) is a very promising has designed micro-algae and bacteria behaviour models,
avenue for renewable energy. In fact, with faster growth which have subsequently been incorporated into computer
than other plants and more efficient use of light, micro- simulations. These make it possible to carry out in silico exalgae show a decent energy yield. The Biocore team has periments at least cost. It is consequently possible to estimate
been working on this for several
the best conditions in terms of exyears with its partners from INRA
posure to sunlight or algae feeding
(French National Institute for Agrito achieve a high quantity of biogas
cultural Research) and IFREMER
output. An initial pilot system, out(French Institute for Exploitation of
side, comprising an egg-shaped althe Sea). And successfully, two pagae-growing basin and an anaerobic
tents, one in 2006 and one in 2009,
digester, has just been set up (see
have been filed for a clever micropicture). The objective is to confirm
algae methanation process making
under actual conditions (daily cycles
it possible to use digestion by-proof light and temperature, contamiducts, such as ammonia and phosnation) the findings obtained in the
© Bruno Sialve / Naskéo Environnement
phate fertilizer, to feed the algae
laboratory. The next step will be to
themselves. By combining algae growth and methane pro- move up the scale to an industrial pilot. Along similar lines,
duction in this way, discharges into the environment are the Symbiose project is exploring another avenue which
limited and the carbon dioxide absorbed by the micro-algae could interest industry, namely using micro-algae to clean
during photosynthesis is put to use.
smoke from manufacturing facilities because they could,
The ANR Symbiose project, in which the CNRS (French while growing, ingest a high level of CO2. Such use as a filter
National Centre for Scientific Research) Ecosym laboratory would be a first step, and would be subsequently followed by
and the firm Naskéo Environnement (waste recovery spe- re-use to produce biogas or biofuel (see Inédit n°58 "Modelling
cialists) are also involved, aims to optimise this process. lipid production by micro-algae"). ■
"We need to model the growth and behaviour of algae and
CONTACT
bacteria populations so as to be able to optimise this complex Olivier Bernard, Biocore project, INRIA Sophia Antipolis - Méditerranée
system," explains Olivier Bernard from the Biocore team. Tel.: +33 4 92 38 77 85, Olivier.Bernard@inria.fr

■

CRYPTOMINISAT WINS SAT RACE 2010 AWARD

A SAT solver is software that checks and ensures the
reliability and dependability of computer hardware (processors
for example) and software. It can also be used to solve cryptographic problems, such as finding a system's encryption
key. Every year, an international competition is held to
compare software of this type, the SAT Race. During the
2010 event, software developed for two years by two INRIA
teams (Planete and Salsa) won first prize. Its name is
CryptoMiniSAT. The competition consisted of solving a series
of logic equations. Of the twenty industrial or academic
competitors, CryptoMiniSAT obtained the best performances
in terms of solutions and speed of execution out of a corpus
of 100 test applications from the fields of cryptography and
hardware and software verification. It solved 74 problems
out of 100, each in under 900 seconds. With its 10,000 lines
of special code, in addition to the basic kernel of SAT
software, CryptoMiniSAT makes use of 15 mathematical verification criteria to handle problems quickly. "One original
feature of the software is that it has both XOR logical operator

clauses and Boolean algebra (OR clauses)," emphasises
Mate Soos, former member of the Planète and Salsa teams
and main contributor to the solver. "Boolean computing
makes it possible to use algebraic techniques to deal with
two-value expressions in calculating propositions. It is consequently easier to solve cryptographic problems. And by
reasoning at the XOR level, we can guess more information."
CryptoMiniSAT is also able to determine compatible software
configurations and combinations more quickly than other
SAT solvers because such problems have a large number of
XOR clauses. This is a particularly useful feature when
installing software in operating systems such as Linux.
Another strength of the software is algorithms written to
force variables to take fixed values enabling a more accurate
approximation of solutions, and a very random search tree
to find solutions more quickly. ■
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